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Abstract

stochastic gradient descent remains the algorithm of choice. The central problem
here is how to set the local learning rate,
or gain of the algorithm, for rapid convergence. Normalization methods [2, 3, 4] calculate the optimal gain under simplifying assumptions — which may or may not model
a given situation well. Even such “optimal”
algorithms as Kalman filtering can thus be
outperformed by adaptation methods which
measure the effects of finite step sizes in order to incrementally adapt the gain [5].

Gain adaptation algorithms for neural networks typically adjust learning rates by
monitoring the correlation between successive gradients. Here we discuss the limitations of this approach, and develop an alternative by extending Sutton’s work on linear
systems to the general, nonlinear case. The
resulting online algorithms are computationally little more expensive than other acceleration techniques, do not assume statistical independence between successive training patterns, and do not require an arbitrary smoothing parameter. In our benchmark experiments, they consistently outperform other acceleration methods, and show
remarkable robustness when faced with noni.i.d. sampling of the input space.
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Unfortunately most of the existing gain
adaptation algorithms for neural networks
adapt only a single, global learning rate
[6, 7], can be used only in batch training
[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], or both [14, 15, 16, 17].
Given the well-known advantages of stochastic gradient descent, it would be desirable to
have online methods for local gain adaptation in nonlinear neural networks. The first
such algorithms have recently been proposed
[18, 19]; here we develop a more sophisticated alternative by extending Sutton’s
work on linear systems [5, 20] to the general, nonlinear case. The resulting stochastic
meta-descent (SMD) algorithms support online learning with unprecedented speed and
robustness of convergence.

Introduction

In recent years, many advanced optimization techniques have been developed or
adapted for neural network training. In
situations where online learning is required
or preferable, however, the vast majority
of these techniques are not applicable, and
∗ Reprinted

from [1].
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The SMD Algorithm

in p~t on w
~ t+1 : declaring w
~ t and ~δt in (1)
to be independent of p~t , one then quickly
arrives at ~vt+1 = p~t ~δt — cf. [9, 10, 11, 19].
However, this fails to take into account
the incremental nature of gradient descent:
a change in p~ affects not only the current
update of w,
~ but also all future ones. Some
authors account for this by setting ~v to an
exponential average of past gradients [7, 9,
18]; in Section 4 we find empirically that
the method of Almeida et al. [19] can indeed
be improved by this approach. While such
averaging serves to reduce the stochasticity
of the product ~δt ~δt−1 , the average remains
one of immediate, single-step effects.
By contrast, Sutton [5] models the longterm effect of p~ on future weight updates
in a linear system by carrying the relevant
partials forward through time (cf. real-time
recurrent learning [24]). This results in an
iterative update rule for ~v , which we extend
here to nonlinear systems. As before, we
differentiate (1) with respect to ln p~, but we
now consider the change in p~ to have occurred arbitrarily far in the past, giving

Given a sequence ~x0 , ~x1 , . . . of data points,
we minimize the expected value of a twicedifferentiable loss function fw~ (~x) with respect to its parameters w
~ by stochastic gradient descent:
w
~ t+1

=

where ~δt

w
~ t + p~t ~δt ,
∂fw~ t (~xt )
≡ −
∂w
~

(1)

The local learning rates p~ are best adapted
by exponentiated gradient descent [21, 22],
so that they can cover a wide dynamic range
while staying strictly positive:
∂fw~ t (~xt )
∂ ln p~

ln p~t

=

ln p~t−1 − µ

p~t

=

p~t−1 exp(µ ~δt ~vt ) ,
∂w
~t
≡
∂ ln p~

where ~vt

(2)

and µ is a global meta-learning rate. This
approach rests on the assumption that each
element of p~ affects fw~ (~x) only through the
corresponding element of w.
~ With considerable variation, (2) forms the basis of most
local rate adaptation methods found in the
literature.
In order to avoid an expensive exponentiation [23] for each weight update, we typically use the linearization eu ≈ 1 + u, valid
for small |u|, giving
p~t = p~t−1 max(%, 1 + µ ~δt ~vt ) ,

~vt+1
=
=

∂(~
pt ~δt )
∂w
~t
+
∂ ln p~
∂ ln p~
¸
· 2
~t
∂
fw~ t (~xt ) ∂ w
~vt + p~t ~δt − p~t
∂w
~ ∂w
~ T ∂ ln p~
~vt + p~t (~δt − Ht~vt ) ,
(4)
=

where Ht denotes the instantaneous Hessian
of fw~ (~x) at time t. Note that there is an efficient O(n) algorithm to calculate Ht~vt without ever having to compute or store the matrix Ht itself [25].

(3)

where we constrain the multiplier to be
at least (typically) % = 0.1 as a safeguard
against unreasonably small — or negative
— values. For the meta-level gradient descent to be stable, µ must in any case be
chosen such that the multiplier for p~ does
not stray far from unity; under these conditions we find the linear approximation (3)
quite sufficient.

Meta-level conditioning. The gradient descent in p~ at the meta-level (2) may of
course suffer from ill-conditioning as much
as the descent in w
~ at the main level (1); the
meta-descent in fact squares the condition
number when ~v is defined as the previous
gradient, or an exponential average of past
gradients. Special measures to improve conditioning are thus required to make metadescent work in non-trivial systems.
In many cases these take the form of
squashing functions such as cosine [8] or sign

Definition of ~v . The gradient trace ~v
should accurately measure the effect that a
change in local learning rate has on the corresponding weight. It is tempting to consider only the immediate effect of a change
2

[9, 10, 11] used to radically normalize the p~ update. Unfortunately such nonlinearities
do not preserve the zero-mean property that
characterizes stochastic gradients in equilibrium — in particular, they will translate any
skew in the equilibrium distribution into a
non-zero mean change in p~. This causes
convergence to non-optimal step sizes, and
renders such methods unsuitable for online
learning. Notably, Almeida et al. [19] avoid
this pitfall by using a running estimate of
the gradient’s stochastic variance as their
meta-normalizer (cf. [4]).
In addition to modeling the long-term effect of a change in local learning rate, our
iterative gradient trace serves as a highly effective conditioner for the meta-descent (2):
the fixpoint of (4) is given by
~vt = Ht−1~δt
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Figure 1: The four regions benchmark (left),
and the neural network trained on it (right).
where

(5)

fw~ t (~xt , yt ) ≡

where

at

4

=

w
~ t + kt p~t ~δt

Benchmark Results

We evaluated our work on the “four regions”
classification task [27], a well-known benchmark problem [17, 28, 29, 30]: a fully connected feedforward network with 2 hidden
layers of 10 units each (tanh nonlinearity)
is to classify two continuous inputs (range
[-1,1]) as illustrated in Figure 1. We used
“softmax” output units and a negated crossentropy loss function E.
We compared six online algorithms: smd
– equations (1), (3), and (4), elk1 – equations (3), (8), and (11), alap – the normalized step size adaptation method of Almeida

(6)

(7)

For a normalized LMS system that uses
w
~ t+1

1
(11)
1 + ~xtT (~
pt ~xt ) σ 0(at )2
= (~vt + kt p~t ~δt )[ 1 − kt p~t ~xt2 σ 0(at )2 ]

The elk1 update can be applied independently to each node in a multi-layer perceptron, providing a computationally attractive
diagonal approximation to the full Hessian
update for ~v given in (4).

diagonalizing the Hessian to Ht = diag(~xt2 ),
and adding a positive-bounding operation
yields Sutton’s IDBD algorithm [20]:
~vt+1 = ~vt (1 − p~t ~xt2 )+ + p~t ~δt

1
[ yt − σ(at )]2
2

kt ≡

The SMD framework generalizes many existing and novel step size adaptation methods. Setting Ht ≡ λI in (4) turns ~v back
into an exponential average of past gradients [9, 18]. Additional omission of the λ
and p~t factors reproduces the unnormalized
method of Almeida et al. [19].
Applying (4) to the linear (LMS) system
1
(yt − at )2 ,
2
≡ w
~ tT ~xt ,

(9)

Our elk1 algorithm [26] extends K1 by
adding a nonlinear function σ to the system’s output:

Special Cases

≡

1
1 + ~xtT (~
pt ~xt )

~vt+1 = (~vt + kt p~t ~δt )(1 − kt p~t ~xt2 ) (10)

~vt+1

fw~ t (~xt , yt )

≡

we obtain Sutton’s K1 algorithm [5]:

— a stochastic Newton step, which scales
with the inverse of the gradient. Consequently, we can expect the product ~δt~vt in
(2) to be a very well-conditioned quantity.
Experiments confirm that SMD does not require explicit meta-level normalization.

3

kt

(8)
3

Table 1: Computational cost of algorithms.
Algorithm
mom.
vario-η
alap
s-alap
elk1
smd

storage
param.
2
4
3
3
3
3

flops
update
8
18
15
18
19
22

vario-eta
s-ALAP

cpu ms
pattern
7.3
8.6
8.0
8.5
9.9
10.3

1.5

ALAP

mom.

ELK1
SMD

1.0

0.5

E
patterns

0.0

et al. [19], s-alap – like alap, but smoothed
by using an exponential trace of past gradients for ~v , vario-η – a learning rate normalization method [4], and “momentum”
– stochastic gradient descent with a fixed
learning rate and momentum. Table 1
compares the computational cost associated
with each algorithm in terms of how many
floating-point numbers must be stored per
weight parameter, how many floating-point
operations must be performed per weight
update, and how many milliseconds of CPU
time were consumed per training pattern in
our prototype implementation (written in
Octave 2.0.10, running under Linux 2.0.29
on Intel Pentium Pro at 240 MHz).
The free parameters of each method were
tuned for best reliable performance at the
end of a run. This was easier for smd and
elk1, which have only initial and the metalearning rates as free parameters, than for
the alap methods, which in addition require
a smoothing rate parameter. Table 2 lists
the values we settled on.
We trained each algorithm 25 times on
a uniformly random sequence of 50 000
patterns, starting from different sets of

0k

10k

20k

30k

40k

50k

Figure 2: The average smoothed loss Ē during online training on the four regions task,
plotted against the number of training patterns (uniformly random sampling).

uniformly random initial weights (range
[−0.3, 0.3]; biases initialized to zero). Since
each pattern was seen only once, the empirical loss E provided an unbiased estimate of
expected loss, and hence generalization ability. Figure 2 shows the average value of Ē —
an exponential trace (smoothing parameter
0.999) of E — during training.
While all accelerated methods conveyed
a similar initial increase in convergence
speed over gradient descent with momentum, there were clear differences in their
later performance. The full Hessian update method of smd converged most rapidly,
followed closely by elk1, the diagonalized,
node-decoupled version. Both clearly outperformed alap, for which our smoothed

Table 2: Values used for the free parameters.
Parameter: (initial)
meta- smoothAlgorithm:
lrng. rate lrng. rate ing rate
mom., vario-η

(s-)alap
elk1
smd

0.01
(0.10)
(0.10)
(0.05)

—
0.01
0.10
0.05

0.95
0.95
—
—

Figure 3: The first 1000 points of: a uniformly random sample (left), the Sobol sequence (center), and a Brownian random
walk with standard deviation 0.1 (right).
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1
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Figure 5: As Figure 2, but with training
patterns sampled according to a Brownian
random walk with standard deviation 0.1.

Figure 4: As Figure 2, but with patterns
sampled according to the Sobol sequence.

variant converged faster than Almeida et
al.’s original formulation. Finally, vario-η
exhibited the characteristic behavior of a
normalization method, combining the best
initial with the worst asymptotic performance. (We surmise that the asymptotic
performance of vario-η could be improved by
incorporating a global learning rate adaptation mechanism.)

with this sampling strategy.
Brownian sampling. It may be argued
that the Sobol sequence does not feature the
kind of dependencies between input samples
that are encountered in practice. We therefore repeated our experiments once more
with the input space sampled by a Brownian random walk with standard deviation
0.1 (Figure 3, right), representative of the
way a situated agent might go about exploring its environment. This introduces not
only strong correlations, but also a notion
of locality — and hence non-stationarity —
into the sampling process.
Now exponential averaging of the gradient
trace no longer suffices to smooth out the
correlations: while alap’s weights diverged
in all but a single run, our smoothed variant,
s-alap, also diverged about half the time.
This casts some doubt on alap’s reliability
in situations where statistical independence
between successive input samples cannot be
guaranteed.
The other methods converged reliably
(Figure 5), except that smd diverged twice.
We consider this quite acceptable, given the
speed with which the algorithm converged in
the remaining 23 runs. Interestingly though,
elk1 appears to slightly outperform smd in
this case, for as yet unknown reasons.

Sobol sampling. In contrast to our
methods, alap is derived under the assumption that successive training patterns
are statistically independent — a condition
that may be hard to meet e.g. in situated
applications, where the input is provided
by an environment over which the learner
does not have complete control. We repeated the above experiment while sampling
the input space according to the Sobol sequence [31, pp. 311–314], which achieves a
super-uniform covering (Figure 3, center)
at the expense of introducing strong shortterm correlations between samples. Figure 4 shows that while the other methods
remained largely unaffected, alap failed to
converge in all 25 runs. We tried varying its
free parameters, but found that convergence
was restored only by essentially turning off
gain adaptation (µ → 0). Our smoothed
variant s-alap, however, was able to cope
5

Stability. We noticed empirically that
the stochastic gradient trace (4) used by
smd may occasionally diverge, in particular if the meta-learning µ has been chosen
too high or too low. While it is easy to prevent such divergence in an ad-hoc fashion —
for instance, by zeroing all elements of Ht~vt
whose sign differs from that of the corresponding element of ~vt — this typically also
compromises the rapid convergence of the
algorithm. We are now investigating this
phenomenon, with the goal of finding a way
to ensure the stability of smd while preserving its remarkable speed of convergence.
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